The window.

Construction and materials
Impermeable, safe and robust
The air-lux system technology has been used successfully since 2004. The air-lux system's positive track-record
in terms of reliability as well as aesthetic and technical features guarantees architects and builders long-term
functionality and quality.
Construction
The single-track system can be built into recesses in the floor and ceiling as well as on the side, eliminating the
need for sills. The sliding element is installed on the exterior side of the façade in front of the fixed glass line.
Unattractive extensions of the frame are prevented by the exterior placement of the sliding element; the vertical
frame view is just 66mm, with an installation depth of 173mm. The interior floor surface is flush with the glass line
in the fixed and sliding window area. The frames and the glass elements are put in place from the outside with
lifting equipment. Thanks to the adapted profiles of the fixed windows, it is no problem to integrate tilt and turn
windows, ventilation flaps or even door elements with air-lux – without the need for a separate profile system or
surface change.
Profile system
air-lux 173, heat-insulating aluminium system, insulating bars made of polyamide, carbon fibre-reinforced, sliding
profiles of aluminium and polyamide profiles (thermal seal) suitable for glass elements up to 58mm thick. The
elements are delivered ex-works as completely assembled frames without glass for direct installation at the site.
Fittings
All fittings such as running and guide rollers, latching and locking facilities are constructed of high-grade steel.
The maintenance-free ball bearings are double-sealed and the running rail is made of special round steel.
– The entire system was tested at established testing institutions (ift Rosenheim, EMPA) for compliance with
common standards (e.g. driving rain impermeability, air permeability, break-in protection, etc.).
A list of all test certificates can be downloaded in the menu item Technical Data + Download.
– The system's CE mark as well as certification according to “ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management” ensure the
highest product quality from planning and production through to installation, in compliance with EN, DIN and
SIA standards.
Impermeability
The outstanding structural properties of the air-lux window façade system are ensured in particular by the inflatable ring seal around the perimeter. When inflated, this guarantees 100% impermeability against driving rain, wind
and noise. Air is generated in the frame and pumped into the seal almost inaudibly.
Smooth opening and closing
When the sliding window is in the closed position, the seal that is built into the frame is inflated and pressed
against the window profile using a push-button. This ensures that the gap between the fixed element and the
sliding element is always 100% closed. When the button is pressed to open the sliding casement windows,
the seal deflates and retracts. In contrast to systems with sealing lips or brushes, this invisible, maintenance-free
air-lux technology enables frictionless movement of the sliding casement window.
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Materials
The surfaces are made of permanently weather-resistant anodised aluminium or powder-coated. air-lux provides
dependable customer support and offers a 10-year warranty on the seal, profile technology and fittings.
Deep matte, microstructured architecture powder coatings

High-quality anodised surfaces and colours

View of aluminium profile

air-lux 173 aluminium, interior view

air-lux connect
connect stands for an innovative use of fine materials in the design of the frame. This unprecedented fusion of
materials in the frame construction of sliding windows was honoured with the AIT Award in 2013. air-lux connect
unites an aluminium core with fine wood in the interior or bronze on the exterior while offering the same technical
and structural benefits as the basic aluminium version.
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connect Alu-Holz
Elegant wood on the interior provides new, individual design options and creates a warm ambience; durable
aluminium on the exterior is maintenance-free and retains its value. The look and feel can be individually chosen;
the surfaces are available oiled, waxed, brushed or polished.
Elegant woods with natural look and feel
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connect Alu-Holz, interior view

connect Alu-Bronze
Solid, elegant bronze with a natural patina on the exterior provides new individual design options and stands for
individuality and character.
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Link
The 3D platform based on ArchiCAD for air-lux element and material selection can be found here:
www.bimobject.com/Product/m/air-lux
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